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Oak Tree Times

All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

Classroom Spies: Construction in the Theater
As you might have known, there has been construction going
on right above the theater. It can be annoying and loud for the classes
in the theater, which are e Musical, Jr Musical, and Advanced One
Act. To get more information on the story we interviewed Isa and
Pam. First we interviewed Isa. We asked her about her opinion on
the construction problem. “Construction, man, it’s a thing
sometimes it can be inconvenient.” Isa said. She continued to say,
“Sometimes roofs fall apart.” She seemed pretty relaxed about it, but
Isa was very worried about what would happen during the
noontime-show. ankfully, a CAAP counselor had asked the
construction workers to take a lunch break during the show, so it
wouldn't be loud during the show. At ﬁrst the construction workers,
said no, because they wanted to keep working on the construction
through the noontime show. But eventually convinced the workers to
take a lunch break during the noontime show. Pam tells us that the
construction workers take their lunch break during the noon-time
show which she is very grateful for. During our interview with Pam
we asked her when the construction would be over. She told us that it
would be hopefully over at the end of Week 2.
Pam also explains how the construction is “intolerable”. She
says, “ e counselors in the theater are losing their voices because
because they have to practically scream over the noise.” e kids in
the musical also have to be incredibly loud to cover the noise as well.
Pam has lost most of her patience because of the noise and
interruption. “ ey feel badly about the annoyance…” says Pam as she
talks about the construction workers. Sometimes the microphones
wouldn’t be able cover the noise! We asked Pam if it was harder to get
wild and woolly even though there is the construction. “Yeah, actually
sometimes it does, and I am trying to be patient about the
construction, because I love CAAP and I don’t want construction to
ruin anyone's experiences in the theater.” But during Tuesday's
noontime show, we were glad to see that she could still be wild and
wooly. is shows us that no construction is strong enough to stop
Pam! Well, now we gotta sign o f. Classroom Spies
This information is certified by the CIA (CAAP Intelligence Agency)

POTLUCK NEXT WEDNESDAY!

Tag
Hi, my name is Zoë Hamilton! I got
tagged by Brodie Flan. This is my
third year at CAAP and I love it! I
used to go to the Park School, but
next year I am going to Beaver
Country Day School starting as a
7th grader. I have a younger sister
and she is nine. She goes to The
Park School. One of my hobbies is
to play sports. I play ﬁeld hockey,
basketball and lacrosse. But my
favorite sport is basketball. I don’t
have any pets, but my family might
get a dog! If we get a dog, we are
going to get a Havanese, (I hope)! I
am going to tag Ella Lipsitch.

Nellie The
Narwhal
I am glad to say that
the name of the
narwhal in OTT is
named Nellie/Nellie
the Narwhal. So in 1st place we have
Nellie, 2nd we have Squish Fish, 3rd is
Oscar, in 4th place is Bob, and in 5th
place we have Olaf. There is no more
nameless narwhal. Come into OTT and see
Nellie the Narwhal.
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THE MARCH
Near parts of the emerald necklace there was a march for the
immigrants to have freedom for themselves and their parents.There's
been a hard life all around places in central america so they decide to
go to america.They travel on boats but as they arrive with their
children an organization called ice comes and takes the children and
locks them up in cages and puts them in the middle of nowhere .There
was a march for the children and parents and every bad thing
happening to them.So there was a huge march that I would say
25,000 people came.We marched half a mile and all of us weren't
tired.Suddenly there was a huge crowd that were shouting for the
children so Trump would understand what bad things he was doing.I
saw a sign that said 4,100 kids were separated from their parents
from Trump and Ice, and now even more.The crowd got even more
loud there were microphones they shouted sayings NO ONE IS
ILLEGAL, REFUGEES ARE PEOPLE ! or ABOLISH ICE (Immigration and
Customs Enforcement)! My friend even had a loud Whistle. One of the
many signs that my mom loved said “We are the fire that would melt
the ice!” After the crowd left we actually saw the marchers end it by
coming in the park that was part the Emerald necklace.
By Zahin

Random Guy: Fruit Flies
I found a note in my folder asking me “where do fruit ﬂies come
from.” This was an interes ng ques on, I mean, you just see fruit ﬂies
appear out of nowhere, ea ng at your fruit so you have to cover it
with plas c wrapping. They mul ply very quickly as a normal female
fruit ﬂy can make up to about 500 eggs. The ques on about where
they come from is hard to ﬁnd. There are many types of fruit ﬂies,
Bactrocera Oleae (also known as the olive fruit ﬂy) is na ve to the
Eastern Hemisphere and is a invasive species in North America.
Bactrocera tryoni is a invasive pest in Australia and Bactrocera
cucurbitae or melon ﬂy is an agricultural pest in Asia. However the
fruit ﬂy you probably will see is the Common Fruit Fly, also known as
Drosophila Melanogaster. This thing is everywhere, except for
Antarc ca, I had to go to the deep deeeeeep depths of the internet
to ﬁnd the answer to this ques on. And they come from…… the
afrotropical region. What is the afrotropical region you may ask? It is
Africa, Madagascar, Iran, and Pakistan. I s ll can’t pinpoint the exact
loca on of the fruit ﬂies origin, as they have mul plied so fast that it
is hard to ﬁnd where there original loca on is. Although fruit ﬂies are
known as pests today, they are a scien ﬁc wonder. ‐ Random Guy
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Hi, it's me, JOHN TORPEY. So
today Iĺl be talking about the truble with
little siblings. A sibling is a younger
brother or sister. Sometimes your little
brother has his diaper changed in your
room. This is annoying and stinky. And
noisy. This is something I would rather not
see. When you ask your sibling to stop
doing something (like saying your name
over and over again) they don´t.That
makes you freak out! Siblings can come
into your room when you want some
privacy. Little siblings can make your life
miserable. Here are some ideas of what to
do when your little siblings are making
your life miserable: Tell your Mom. Go up
to your room and lock your door. Go
outside with your dog. Or just do
something with your pet or by yourself.
Like read. And if you want to hear more,
go to my folder across from the OTT
room! My column will be in the OTT once
a week, THANKS!!
The TV Show Critic
Hello everybody! Welcome to
another issue of The TV show Critic.
Today I got a recommendation in my
folder to review the show “Full
House”. Now, this is diﬀrent from the
show “Fuller House”, because “Fuller
House” is still going on while “Full
House” ended in 1995. “Full House”
is a sitcom that is based around a
widowed father named Danny Tanner
who had to raise three daughters on
his own, because his wife died in a
car accident. (Because of a drunk
driver.) In total, It had 8 seasons with
192 episodes. All together, I would
give it Three out of Five stars. Thanks
for reading! -That Annoying Critic
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Friday was a great, perfect day for a show even though we have it all the time. Our ﬁrst
performance was Broadway Babies entertaining dance, and everyone was so talented. The next act was
Acaapella with Mica and Sarah Beatboxing and it sounded really nice. Third act was originally Kevprov
but now it is Outside the actor’s studio. They described about themselves and what they hated, it was
funny. The fourth act was Broadway Bound and they sang the song My Favorite Things from The Sound
of Music and Cissa played the piano. The next act/song was Mini Musical and they acted Clam’s Casino
and it was really fun. The sixth show was from the Screen. With a costume slide show and actually there
were more slideshows on: art with landscaping, budding artists, crazy creatures which was really crazy.
They all were fun and creative.The last act for Friday was Contemporary Dance and they had a very calm
and fun dance.It was a great end for Fridays noontime show.

The Daily Sports Center Column
Hi and welcome back to the daily sports center column and today I will be talking about Jackie Robinson. Jackie
Robinson was the ﬁrst African-American player to play in the MLB(Major League Baseball). He wore the number 42 and
that number is retired for every single team which means no one can wear the number 42. He in fact was so important that
every team that has a game on April 15 has every player every coach wears the number 42. When Robinson was signed
by the Dodgers, he received a lot of racial bullying and taunting from teammates, other baseball teams and baseball fans.
Prior to signing him, he had to promise not to ﬁght back, even when he and his family received verbal threats. On the road,
he had to stay in separate hotels from the rest of the team. Robinson’s perseverance and outstanding averages led to his
promotion within the team and his ultimate acceptance as an athlete. Jackie Robinson played in the world series 6 times.
Jackie played for 10 years and in his career his stats were amazing. He had 4877 at bats with 1518 hits, 273 doubles, 54
triples, 137 home runs, 734 RBI (Runs batted in), 197 stolen, was walked 740 times, and has been struck out 291 times.
That's all and don’t forget to put suggestions for players I should do statistics. Good bye!
By Tim Hollister
The Evil Overlord Advice Column
Greetings, my minions. I have one note this morning. “How to get a girlfriend.” Why do
people put in such weird notes? Although I still must answer your question, this is not
what I expected to ﬁnd in my folder. So, ﬁnd out the girls address. Yes, you are stalking
them. Send them a package with candy, glitter, and a signed photo of yourself. Blur out
your face. They LOVE it. Meanwhile, get close to them. Talk to them. Then, in the night,
visit her house, put a paper bag over your head. Break in. Shoot their pillow with a fake
cupid arrow.
Leave no trace. Next day, ask her out. I know it sounds crazy, but life is crazy! Speaking of
which, I am developing an evil dating site called Hello Reaper. Here is a sample.
Hello Reaper
● What is your favorite method of torture?
● What is your evil base?
● What is your favorite method of weaponry?
● How old are you?
● Who is your go to evil sidekick
● What is your criminal look
Thank you for using Hello Reaper, and have a nice day.

You can get all of this and more only for $400 per month. This program is guaranteed to work
so use it. You’ll be with your evil match in no time.
 Sincerely, The Evil Overlor
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Rockefeller Center

by: Sophie Kim

Rockefeller Center is a large clump of buildings with lots of
exciting places to visit. It is on 5th Avenue of New York
City. There are lots of attractions like: The top of the rock,
NBC studios, and The tree. In winter there is an ice rink
and the tree lighting ceremony. The tree is 94´ tall and 56’
wide Lots of people come to watch the tree get lit. The tree
lighting ceremony is a ceremony that donates to Habit to
Humanity. After the holidays they turn the tree into lumber
to make homes. At Rockefeller Center there are also many
shops and restaurants . There is a Lego shop that sells lots
of Lego sets and you can build your own Lego ﬁgure! You
can choose a head piece, a hair piece, a top and a bottom.
There is also a ‘’pick and build wall’’ where there are a lot of
pieces of legos and you can get a container and ﬁll it with
random lego pieces to buy. There is a Lego Rockefeller
Center which is very big and very cool. You can even see the
little miniﬁgures skating in the ice rink! There is an elevator
down to the ice rink and down there there are lots and lots
restaurants and also more shops. There is also a statue
called the Atlas. It is a famous ﬁgure from Greek mythology.
Atlas was half man and half god giant. The statue was
created by Lee Lawrie and Rene
Chambellan.

The Atlas
Rockefeller Center is crowded
place. It is famous and it is a
popular tourist destination .
Even if Rockefeller Center is
very crowded I still love it ! I
recommend you going there!!!

THE RANT COLUMN
This rant is about sunburns. I mean come on they hurt
they can ruin your day and to avoid them you have to
put on sticky spray that can get in your eyes. And you
can’t even sleep the next night then you’re tired for
CAAP and nobody wants that. There are no beneﬁts
except taking cold showers but that’s just temporary.
But the worst is when you forget to to put sunscreen on
your nose or ears that is just awful.

The backwards clock
Hi CAAPers today we have a new column
called, “The Backwards Clock.” It is about
weird stuff that happens at camp. If you
want me to write about something, just put
a note with your idea on it in “The
Backwards Clock” folder outside the OTT
room and I will write about it!
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The random column 5

Hello my brothers.
today i will give
you some advice
about what to do in
traffic. I found
today in my folder
that people were
having trouble in
traffic. These are some things that you can do
in traficc.you can honk and do it many times.
You can get out of your car and bark at
them. You could report them to the 911. Lastly
you could do things like read a book. Thank
you and please do all these things.
-the random column
*notes please
Interview with Hawkeye, Bow and Arrow Avenger (Least
Powerful Avenger
By Malachy Dubin
Interviewer: How do you feel about having no real
powers?
Hawkeye: Hey who says making a mean ravioli isn’t a
power?
Int: Do like the name “hawkeye?”
Hawkeye: I prefer male Katniss
Int: Why did the Avengers pick you and not Deadpool, or
any of the X-men?
Hawkeye: I would tell you some long story that I’m
super powerful or something, but the truth is, Fox
owns the rights to Deadpool and they’re not willing to
share.
Int: Who do you think in a fight? Iron man, or Captain
America?
Hawkeye: I ain’t spoiling Captain America: Civil War, for
you!
Int: Apart from archery and making ravioli, what are
your other skills?
Hawkeye: IronInt: Iron man suit making! You make those too!
Hawkeye: NO! Ironing clothes!
Int: Are there any avengers you’re stronger than?
(Awkward Silence)
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11 Ways to annoy people who don't like Harry
Potter
1.

Talk about random things from Harry Potter they
don't understand
2. Randomly start crying and tell them “DOBBY DIED!”
3. Open all your windows and tell them you're waiting
for the post
4. Constantly ask them to play quidditch with you
5. Throw a handful of sand into the fireplace and yell
“DIAGON ALLEY”
6. Every time you or them turn on the lights say lumos
7. Dye your hair every time you see them and say your a
metamorphmagus (this is kind of a hard one)
8. Complain about how you pictures don't move
9. Sing to sorting hat's songs
10. When they change the channel ask if you can check the
quidditch scores
11. Say alohomora every time you or them open a door
(more ways next week!) -somegirl

THE BAD CHATBOT
Questions! More questions! Yay!
Question 1: how do you mind control people John
Torpe
Bot: can you elaborate on that?
Question 2:What is the meaning of life? (note: come on,
somebody asked this already…)
Bot: the meaning of life is, obviously, 42. Seriously.
Charlie R

The Pet Wizard
Hello everybody! This

is the fourth issue of The Pet
Wizard, and today I got one
question in my folder. It was,
How can I convince my mother to get me a pet
octopus? Well, honestly, I think it would be a very
bad idea to get a pet octopus. For example, they are
rarely sold, and some of them cost up to $1,000, not
including the 70 gallon tank that you need that costs
$300. Also, your average pet store does not carry
octopus food, so it would be a real hassle getting
some. Sorry! -The Pet Wizard

A Joke
What do you call captain america at caap?
Caaptain america!

By Zahin
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Lots O‛ Pups
Hello CAAPsters! With the Fourth of July happening
two days ago, we are going to discuss why dogs are so
scared of fireworks. Dogs can hear four times better
than humans. I hear you perfectly right now! Laila is
very afraid of loud noises
like bubble wrap- Did you
say bubble wrap ! My
point made. Since dogs
have such sensitive
hearing, fireworks for
them are much louder than for us. People say that
there are more every year. People with fireworks in
their possession are encouraged to set off less, and
only to set them off on the day of Fourth of July,
and not a week after. People suggest that dogs living
in the area of firework shows should possibly go out
of town. You should keep your dog inside, with the
shades down, and do not give off extra loud noises,
like fans. In parts of Britain and Europe, they already
use only silent fireworks. Hopefully, that will spread
to the United States and Massachusetts soon, nut
only for dogs, but also for kids, livestock, wildlife,
and birds.
Goodbye from Laila and Mr. Owner

This is an Interview with OTT mascot Squish Fish (or
Toby?) and her personal translator Maya.
Q: What hobbies are you interested in?
A: I love zip lining on the pepper lights in the OTT room,
giving hugs, and reading the newspaper.
Q: Do you like parties?
A: Yes, I love having Hat Parties with my friends.
Q: How old are you?
A: According to Maya I am 36 years old (the same age as
CAAP itself!)
Q: What is your favorite color?
A: I love turquoise and Maya says it’s surprising that I
hate pink.
Q: Who are your best friends?
A: I love hanging out with Bailey, she's my favorite!
Q: What do you like to watch?
A: I like Stranger Things and Dolphin Tail.
Q: What do you like to eat?
A: I LOVE waffles!

-somegirl
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JP Porchfest this Saturday
A Porchfest is basically concert on your porch! ey have
them in: Somerville, Plum island, Newton, Arlington,
Brookline, Fenway, Quincy, and J.P. At Porchfest people
wander around and listen to music at di ferent locations
around town. In some places you can only play on your
own porch, but in JP even if you don’t have a porch there
are places where you can play.

By Ila Desai

More animal facts
● Dogs can not see television but they pretend to like it to be
close to you
● If you cut of a snails eye it will grow back
● Giant pandas don't have a set sleeping area the jest fall asleep
wherever they are
● Ants don’t sleep but they have 8-minute naps twice a day
● Leeches have 32 brains
● Rabbits only make sounds when threatened
● Elephants can't jump
● Hippos attract mates by peeing
● Baby whales gain 200 pound a day
● Only half a dolphin's brain falls asleep at a time
● Dwarf lemurs line there homes with feces
● The average Goldcrest lives 8 months
● Garden lizards eat their tails for calcium
● An alligator brain weighs the same amount as 5 oreo
● Snapping turtles can't ﬁt their heads inside their shells
● Gorillas can catch human colds
● Guinea pigs sleep with their eyes open
● Crows never forget a face
● Birds can never eat in outer space.they use gravity to swallow
● Crabs have teeth in their stomachs
● Shark pregnancies last 4 years
● Adult ﬁreﬂies don't eat
● Cats can recognize certain human voices but don't care
● Gira es sleep two hours a night
● Snakes can not wink
● Unpopular baboons have no one to clean them
● Goats can see almost 360 degrees around them
● Before spraying their enemies skunks try scaring them with
dance
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Interviewing Hallie
Q: What do you do during the year?
A: I’m a teacher.
Q: why’d you decide to work at CAAP?
A: I went here as a teenager, then I wanted to work here.
Q: What is your favorite class at CAAP?
A: OTT.
Q: What would you do if you weren't a teacher during the
year?
A: I have no idea.
Q: What is your favorite book?
A: “ To Kill a MockingBird” by, Harper Lee
Q: If you could eat one thing for the rest of your life, what
would it be?
A: I would eat a cheeseburger and french fries if I didn’t gain
weight.
Q: Do you have any siblings?
A: Yes, I have a younger sister. And she has two kids.
By Ila desai

The Strange Man
Once upon a time in a land far away. . .
There was a girl that loved cake. And she
wanted a home but in a cake. Because she wished for
this so badly, she would do anything for it. So she went
all around town, searching and searching. But she
couldn’t find one person to help her.
Until a very strange looking man walked up to
her. “Would you like some help?” the man asked.
“Because I can help you find anything you would like.”
And so… they walked all around town looking for
someone to help the girl. “I know a baker that might be
able to help you.” The man said.
“Got it.” But that was all she said. She was a very
quiet girl. For all she said was answers to people’s
questions. She never started a conversation.
“We’ve reached the butcher!” Said the man. They
walked inside. Past the normal bakery tables. Past the
kitchen counters and all around. “I swear that he was
here! Sorry.”
Next they went to the restaurant down the
street. The same thing happened there. No one was
around.
Then, they went to the butchery. No butcher was
around. “Wait a second! I just remembered that I am the
baker! I am the owner of that restaurant! I am that
butcher! I can help you! I am so sorry that I didn’t realize it
before.” said the strange man.
So the girl had been waiting all day for a man to
remember something so very important. And the man
actually had a memory problem. He had so many jobs
because he kept forgetting to go to work, and he forgot
that he even had that job, so he went to go get a new one!
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CAAP Word Search

Hints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What we do at the very end of the day
Where karate is practiced
Someone at camp who helps you
Period of the day that changes daily
OTT mascot species
She runs the whole camp
Where you keep your things during the day
What we do after lunch
The musical this year is called….

Dork diaries by Callie
I really think you should read
dork diaries. It is so much fun!
It’s about a girl that is secretly
in love with someone. She has
an enemy at school. That girl is
really mean. The stories are
really crazy. But they are really fun to read. After you
read the first book you want to read more right away!
The main characters name is Nikki. Her enemy’s name
is Makenzie and the person she has a crush ons name
is Brandon. I think my favorite book so far is tales from
a not so dorky drama queen. It’s really fun and funny!
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PRANK
1:This prank is very simple its called the toilet
prank,here are the materials that you need clear
tape. First cut off pretty long slices and tape them
to the toilet try not to make it too obvious by doing
that you try not to fold and dent the tape.and I
guarantee that this prank will work.
2: This prank is a little bit hard,the materials that you
need is mentos the fruity kind,and then
toothpaste.First take the mentos and carefully take
them all out because you want it to look like a real
mentos package you want to leave one ento for the
top.You are probably asking what the toothpaste is
for,well I will tell you, you want to take the
toothpaste and squeeze some out and shape it to look
like a circle.Then freeze it for 15 or 10 minutes.Once
it is frozen you want to color dye it once you’ve
done that you just want to let that dry out.After it is
dried off carefully drop them into the mento box.put
as many of them as you can but then take the REAL
mento and put it in on the top then carefully crease
the top so that it looks real.
3:This prank is very similar to prank two,but this time
with the ice cube gum.First here are the materials
that you need Toothpaste,tin foil,and any type I
recommend the ice cube kind of gum.first take the
toothpaste and make and shape the gum then freeze
it for 15 or 10 minutes.after if its the ice cube kind
all you need to do is just pour all of the into the
container but for the long pieces you want to take
the tin foil and wrap the gum with the tin foil,after
it's done take the trident container and put all of the
pieces in and wait for your victim..
jacbos advice collum
hey folk today im gonna answer commonly asked
questins.
question 1: what’s one piece of advice you can give
ok next question
question 2: i have a fear of heights what do i do
my advice would be to stop having a fear of heights
question 3: how are you so great?
tha nks for reading my article
jaco
b

“Is America just a ripoff of Britain?”
- Jacob Duarte Perlovsky
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